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To engineer and develop a water table which will effectively demonstrate flow streamline behavior for
laminar flow regimes over different object geometries at different angles of attack.
Currently, students enrolled in fluids courses at RIT are expected to be able to learn the concepts about
streamlines, vortices, and flow separation taught in class mostly through in class analytical examples and
lectures. An opportunity for students to visualize flow would be extremely beneficial in increasing students’
comprehension of topics associated with open fluid flow.
Airfoil Streamlines

1. Design an education water table where students can get a hands on learning experience in a
laboratory setting
2. Give students control of water flow, angle of attack and explore different object geometries
3. Modular design with ability for water reservoir and pump to be used in other applications.
4. Both easy and safe for all users to operate
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Pump

The concept for the system began
as a simple, singular, and selfcontained unit. Initial concepts
included a closed-loop water
wheel system that used dye or
powder as a flow visualizer.
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The project evolved into a more complex, modular system
that allows for adaptability. The selected concepts include:
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System Assembly CAD Model

-

Max Flow Rate = 93.5 gpm
Drain Flow Rate = 500+ gpm
Major Head Loss = 5.8 psi

-

Flow over
Flat Plate, 0˚

Flow over
Airfoil, 45˚

Flow through
Contraction

CFD Analysis of Flow
Uniformity

- Uniform Flow Velocity: Tracked position of
beads over time.
- Streamline Accuracy: Determined
separation angle in photographs.
- Streamline Behavior: Used electrolysis,
beads, long exposure photography, and
food dye as flow visualizer.

Stagnation Point

Constructed Water Table System
Bead Particle Tracking

A quality water table was built that meets the customer needs. The system
properly demonstrates flow streamline behaviors. Some considerations for future
improvements to the system include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Water Flow Visualizer: Electrolysis hydrogen bubbles
Input/Expel Water: 55 gallon reservoir with valve system
Flow Control: 1.5 HP pump with throttle gate valves
Flow Straightener: Honeycomb
Test Specimen Fixture: Magnets

ReMAX = 83300, ReMIN = 350
FrMAX = 0.9
Magnet Pull Force is >10 lb

Flow over
Cylinder
Electrolysis Testing for Hydrogen
Bubbles Flow Visualization

Water Wheel System

Table, tank, and pump all on one cart.
Longer table for less turbulence in entrance region of test section.
More robust baffle/flow straightening system.
Ferrous plate (rather than magnet sheet) to secure magnets.
Higher voltage (100V+) for increased hydrogen bubble production through
electrolysis.
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Streamlines Over a Cylinder
Separation Angle

Top View of Water Table

Separation Angle = ~80˚

